Practice with us!

S & Z

stories/rhymes to improve speech after surgery to repair cleft palate
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“It’s seven!” Zookeeper says. “See you soon, ZOO!”
Sam yells, "Zoe, now!" "Runnn!" yells Zoe.

Zoe and Sam are in the zoo!
"We’re in!" says Zoe.
"Wow! I see so many animals!" says Sam.
Zoe sees a snake smelling some slimy raisins in a maze
Sam sees some silly seals swimming and sailing in the sea.
Zoe sees a lazy sloth saying, "silly seals" while snoozing.
Sam sees some animals running a race! Snail is snoozing, lazy, so slow! While lion is soaring! Lion wins!
Zoe sees some singing swans smelling amazing roses.
Sam sees a smiling sea lion.
“Silly singing swans!” sea lion says.
Zoe sees a silly zebra. “He’s zipping his sweater!” Zoe yells.
Sam and Zoe see the rising sun.
“Now we run!” yells Zoe. "See you soon, snoozing zoo!"
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